
Trading Rules – PRO-JUMPERS 2 

These are the current trading rules followed for this strategy’s signal generation 

 

1. ENTRY RULE: Jumper trades are entered at or near the close of session during RTH. Even though 

we want to get the best open price its generally a best practice to open the trade 5 minutes 

before close of day as a mechanical rule.  

 

2. TRADE OR NO-TRADE DECISION: We review the intel from the last modeling studies and news 

feeds about 30 minutes prior to close of the session, and make a go or no-go decision. We 

generally provide an update on the jump report and/or send a Trade Alert if needed on the 

messenger in the Trade Portal.  

 

3. TRADE ALLOCATION AMOUNT: This strategy is starting with a trade allocation of $1000 for Beta 

2.0 users (this will be increased to $10,000 in August as we roll-out with final app updates). Any 

changes in the trade allocation will be clearly alerted in your messages panel in the app. The 

number of shares traded in your account are based on how YOU SCALE it based on the model 

account trade allocation. If you want to trade $10,000 worth of shares, you set the scale to 

1000%. If you want to trade $500 worth – you set your scale to 50%, and so on.  

 

4. CLOSING POSITION / SIGNALS: A closing signal may be sent in the aftermarket (which is open for 

1 hour after RTH close – till 5pm EST) to close the position at the most favorable price, or the 

closing signal may be sent in the next day’s session (based on the data). All trades that flow over 

to the next day RTH session are closed within 1 hour of opening time unless the Strategy 

Manager sends a notice. You of course can close any position at any time you wish. 
 

RISK WARNING: There are risks inherent in trading outside of Regular Trading Hours 

(RTH) including reduced liquidity, increased volatility, and expanded error trade 

guidelines that traders should be aware of and willing to assume prior to transmitting active 

orders into the market during these times. 

 
5. BOUNCE TRADES AND TRADE MITIGATION: If you have subscribed to the Bounce Trader you 

can receive signals for jumper trades where the stock price gets oversold or overbought.  There 

is an opportunity to profit from this, by mitigating a loser trade (averaging in to it), adding to a 

position, or trading a top or bottom. These can be risky trades but can also be extremely 

profitable. You have to be a PRO-2 subscriber to have this add-on strategy and get the signals. 

  


